The image contains a detailed diagram of a stage layout at the Mahaiwe Performing Arts Center. The diagram includes various labels and symbols indicating different elements such as curtains, lighting positions, and electrical connections. Here are some of the key elements identified:

- **Stage Positions**: Various sections of the stage with labels indicating their positions and dimensions, such as '1st Electric', '2nd Electric', '3rd Electric', and '4th Electric'.
- **Electrical Connections**: Symbols for electrical connections and power outlets, marked with numbers and codes.
- **Curtains and Drapes**: Labels for different curtains and drapes, including 'US RADIATOR ROW', 'Cable Pass', 'Film Screen', 'Floor Mount SL', and 'Side Tab Curtain Pipe'.
- **Stage Equipment**: Various pieces of stage equipment, such as 'Fire Curtain', 'Film Screen', and 'A/V Patch Panel'.
- **Scale and Dimensions**: The diagram includes a scale of 1/2" = 1', along with dimensions for various elements.

The diagram is a technical plan used for staging performances, with all elements marked to ensure proper placement and functionality during productions.
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